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 Albena (Албена) is a Black Sea beach resort in NE of Bulgaria, 12 km away from Balcic and 30 km away 

from Varna.  Varna‘s International Airport serves Albena beach resort. 

 Specially build like touristic resort, Albena has an unitary and unique architecture. Most hotels, 

positioned  right on the beach, having Sun maximum exposure and direct access at the beach. Albena 

is near other touristic centers, cultural and commercial, keeping in the same time her natural habitat. 

Even built in 60’s on empty field, in present it looks like a small city, with streets and markets, having 

own public transport network - dedicated trains  with established schedule.   

 The resort has a 5 km long beach, with an 150 m width, with soft sand, the sea water is clean, calm 

and warm. Water is 1,6 m deep till 100 - 150 m distance away from the beach. Visitors have option for 

one of the 43’s modern hotels (2, 3, 4, 5 stars). The resort has almost 20 000 beds. Most of hotels have 

swimming pools.  

 The resort’s name is coming from a story character of Bulgarian writer Yordan Yovkov. Albena is a 

Bulgarian feminine surname.  

  Albena has one of the most Black Sea’s beach resorts. 

 
 

 

 

 

Albena - simply Heaven 



 

 Geographic location. Black Sea resort is located in NE of Bulgaria, 30 km away from Varna and 12 km 

away from Balcic. Distance between Albena and Sofia, the Bulgarian capital is 460 km. 

 Climate. The resort has a good climate, temperate - continental. Summer temperatures are between 

27.0°C - 18.0° C. 

 Albena’s attraction. Main attractions: Palace from Balcic (Queen’s Mary ex residence and botanical 

garden), The History Museum, St. Nikola Church, ethnographic Museum (surprising cities and villages 

private atmosphere from last XIX century), The Art Gallery from South of Dobrudza City, St. Georgi 

Church, St. Petka Church, St. Helene Orthodox Church (used also for concerts, specially opera), Teketo 

(religious monument). 

 The beach is 5 km long, with clean sand and very soft, the sea is clear like crystal, calm and warm and 

no more than 1,6 m deep till 100 - 150 m away from the beach. Touristic season is between May and 

October.  After beach, sea and Sun you can relax in one of de beauty centers & spa or in wellness 

centers, which are well known in entire world. 

 
 

Albena’s attractions 



 

 We are glad to announce the 1st edition of Greenlife Summer Festival, between 24 - 31 August 2012.  

 

 The Greenlife Summer Festival 2012, Albena beach - Bulgaria, has 6 sections events:  

         Greenlife Olympic Games 

         Greenlife Summer Conferences, Exhibition & Franchises 

         Greenlife Show 

         Greenlife Gala 

         Greenlife World 

         Greenlife Debates 

 

 Hotel classification for partners/sponsors: 4 & 5 stars   

 

         For more information about Greenlife Summer Festival or for financial support packages contact us at:   

         gsf@greenlifecities.info, www.greenlifecities.info, mobile + 40 748775512. 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival 
sport, business, education & party blowing 

2012, 1st edition 
 



 
 football swimming  volleyball                      badminton                    shooting 

 table tennis field tennis                      squash                      darts                                disc throwing            

 spear throwing       weight throw       long jump                        height jumping               jump rope  

 kayaking - Kano   bodybuilding        weightlifting judo                     dances 

 fitness aerobics      fishing                       skateboards          kites                                 scooters   

 marathon handball                            water polo                       cycling  rowing 

 fencing rugby                                 cheerleading  climbing  basketball           

 kick boxing              wrestling                       karting   boxing                       bowling    

 

 The event is dedicated for students from Europe under ‘healthy students” theme.  

 The students will participate at the Olympic games, they will learn how to maintain their body and 

spirit in perfect balance with nature, they will enjoy the parties from festival. 

 The media partners will have their own Olympic games. 

 Prize’s total value: 5.000 USD. 

 

         For more information about this section or for financial support packages contact us at:  

         gsf@greenlifecities.info, www.greenlifecities.info, mobile: + 40 748775512 

 

 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 1 - Greenlife Olympic Games 



 

 24.08.2012  

         - partners arriving  

         - dinner - official opening ceremony of the event 

 

  25.08.2012  

          a) This day is dedicated to the newborns and mothers/parents   

          - pregnancy, birth, neonatology: the 9 months of pregnancy, nutrition of the pregnant woman,  

             nutrition and diseases, abnormalities in pregnancy, healthy food, the health care of the pregnant  

             woman, medication during pregnancy, problems in pregnancy, nutrition disorders, medical check,  

             improvement of maternal health, specialized literature, specialized publications   

          - launch of franchise for the segment of newborns and mothers/parents (at national and international  

             level), useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

          - exhibition: items for newborns, small and big infant care, games and toys, clothes and shoes,  

             furniture and decorations, food and hygiene products, cosmetics, educational books and CDs,  

             clothes for pregnant women 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
  b) This day is dedicated to children and parents   

          - subjects around the segments: child, teenager and family   

          - education and educational entertainment, playgrounds, specialized literature, specialized  

             publications     

          - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization , exhibition: items for children,  games and  

             toys, clothes and shoes, furniture and decorations, food and hygiene products, cosmetics,  

             educational books and CDs 

 

  26.08.2012 

          a) This day is dedicated to flora segment   

          - the importance of a “living” environment in any space, at home, at the office or in public institutions,                 

             landscaping, gardening, outdoor decorations, creation and protection of green spaces, protection of  

             environment and landscapes, biodiversity - threats, conservation and research, specialized literature,  

             specialized publications   

          -  launch of franchise for the flora segment (at national and international level), useful advice and  

              social / corporate responsibilization   

          -  exhibition: flowers 

 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
  b) This day is dedicated to the weddings segment and organization of “green” events    

          - the importance of a “green” event   

          - the costs and originality of “green” events   

          - specialized literature, specialized publications   

          - launch of franchise for the weddings segment and organization of “green” events (at national and  

             international level) 

          - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

          - exhibition: demonstrations of coiffure, makeup, manicure, parade of dresses for brides, flower show,  

             demonstrations of society dances 

 

  27.08.2012 

          a) This day is dedicated to the segment of renewable energy, industry, green funding,  

          inventions   

           - the importance of renewable energy, unpolluting industry, the funding of green projects  and  

              inventions in the field   

           - rationalization of consumption and natural resources   

           - hothouse effect and measures of stopping this phenomenon   

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
         - management of renewable energy - losses as source of energy, unpolluting energetic resources,  

            management of solar energy, management of wind energy, management of hydroenergy, biomass as  

            source of energy, management of geothermal energy   

         - wastes management - collection and removal of wastes, selective collection of wastes, wastes  

            treatment equipment and technologies, neutralization methods, special devices for wastes, recycling   

         - water management - equipment for obtaining water, elements of sewage and water supply network,  

            technical equipment of water cleansing, means of protection of water quality,  means of water  

            analysis and testing, equipment and means of prevention of water pollution, industrial water  

            treatment equipment, technological processes and equipment of sewage, display of sewage,  

            moisture sewage, maintenance of potable water, monitoring of water reserves, sewage cleaning   

         -  ecological aggression on earth   

         -  conservation of soil - techniques of surveillance and freshness, evaluation of damages, cleaning  

             methods and techniques, testing and surveillance equipment   

         -  control of vibration and sound - measuring and testing of equipment, industrial and residential noise  

             dampers, vibration dampers   

 

 

 

 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 

         - protection of air purity - instruments of measuring the protection of air purity, measurement  

            instruments and reducing socket procedures, air filters, means for the reduction of air pollution   

         - supervision, planning and certification of environmental protection - systems of control of automatic  

            processes, software adaptation, safe products for the environment (products that do not pollute the  

            environment)   

         - prevention of degradation of environment, environmental arrangements and control systems   

         - experts and counselors in environmental protection - the transfer of technology in environmental  

            protection, financial systems in environmental protection, environmental protection strategies,  

            consultancy, technologies, planning, research and specific designs approvals and quality standards,   

            consultancy and design for obtaining funds   

         - legal and economic environmental protection rules, specialized literature, specialized publications 

         - launch of franchise for the segment of renewable energies and industry (at national and      

            international level), useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization, public policies   

         - exhibition: equipment, installations and technologies related to environmental protection,  

            equipment, installations and technologies of air, water and soil depollution, wastes management,  

            recycling and secondary raw materials, protection of air purity    

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 

 b) This day is dedicated to the segment of “green” houses, constructions and environmentally 

friendly construction materials          

         - importance of a “green” house and environmentally friendly construction materials 

         - water management in households, renewable energy, installations, architecture and green 

            buildings   

         - development of “green” human settlements - passive houses with low costs of energy, energetic  

            efficiency in construction and renovations, heat pumps, renewable energies, alternative energies,  

            wind energy, geothermal energy, bioenergy, energetic services   

         - specialized literature, specialized publications 

         - launch of franchise for the segment of green houses, constructions and environmentally friendly              

            construction materials (at national and international level) 

         - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization  

         - exhibition: systems of environmentally friendly houses and construction materials 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
 c) This day is dedicated to the segment of “green” indoor decorations and hygiene   

         - importance of hygiene at home and at the workplace, keeping cleanliness, procedures, services   

         - the alternative of “green” indoor decorations, ecological cleaning products (detergents, soaps, etc.) 

         - the alternative of “green” furniture and accessories, specialized literature, specialized publications 

         - launch of franchise for the segment of “green” decorations and hygiene (at national and international              

            level) 

         - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

         - exhibition: household hygiene products and “green” furniture 

 

 d) This day is dedicated to the smart house and IT & C segment 

         - importance of using non-radiant communications   

         - importance of electric devices and household appliances with low consumption of energy    

         - importance of go digital - go mobile systems, B2B, B2C 

         - specialized literature, specialized publications   

         - launch of franchise for the smart house and IT & C segment (at national and international level)  

         - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization , demonstrations of videotelecommunications   

         - exhibition: technology and security, electric devices and household appliances    

 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
 e) This day is dedicated to the segment of electric vehicles and transport 

         - the importance of responsible use of fossil resources   

         - public transport - alternative solutions and improvements of the existing public transport     

         - roads, pavements, sidewalks - construction, maintenance, operation, public lighting, traffic, parking  

            system, pedestrian traffic, bicyclist traffic, specialized literature, specialized publications, useful  

            advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

         - launch of franchise for the segment of electric vehicles and transport (at national and international 

            level) 

         - exhibition: electric vehicles 

  

  28.08.2012 

          a) This day is dedicated to the segment of ecological agriculture and zootechnics    

           - importance of ecological agriculture, state-of-the-art biotechnologies for a sustainable agriculture,  

              mAGRIbiz systems, healthy food of animals, solutions of funding in agriculture, technical solutions of  

              obtaining energy from renewable materials, specialized literature, specialized publications , - useful  

              advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

           - launch of franchise for the segment of ecological agriculture and zootechnics (at national and  

              international level), exhibition: the whole range relating to agriculture and zootechnics   

 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 

 b) This day is dedicated to the food and nutrition segment   

         - the importance of proper nutrition and day-to-day nutrition, comparative study with the standard 

            nutrition   

         - the importance of dietetic, nutritious products and supplements   

         - the safety of food and food hygiene   

         - eradication of extreme poverty and hunger  

         - ecological bankruptcy   

         - specialized literature, specialized publications   

         - launch of franchise for the food and nutrition segment (at national and international level) 

         - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

         - exhibition: products of ecological agriculture, natural, bio, organic, dietetic products, nutritional   

            products, supplements 

 

  

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
 29.08.2012  

         This day is dedicated to the health segment, spa, balneary treatments, ecotourism, relaxation,  

         recovery, sport, recreation and fishing 

         - the importance of protection of environment and landscapes, assurance of sustainability to 

           environment, development of a global development partnership   

         - alternative therapies, syrups, oils, honey products, vitamins, minerals, tonics, medicinal and aromatic  

           plants, the therapeutic effect of music   

         - ehealth - intelligent remote medicine, telemedicine, teleconsulting, telediagnostics, telemonitoring,  

            telesurveillance, teleemergency, assimilation of universal primary education, equality of chances,  

            reduction of mortality   

         - fight against HIV, malaria and other diseases by homeopathic treatments   

         - quantics in our life, quantic medicine, energy in zero point, epigenetics 

         - mass sport in our life, hobbies, physical recovery of sportsmen    

         - specialized literature, specialized publications   

         - launch of franchise for the health segment (at national and international level) 

         - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

         - exhibition: demonstrations of remedies of quantic medicine, spa products, relaxation, sports  

           equipment, fishing items, ecotourism offers, etc. 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 

 30.08.2012  

         a) This day is dedicated to the fashion segment 

         - the importance of responsible use of raw materials in the segment of clothes, shoes and accessories   

         - specialized literature, specialized publications   

         - launch of franchise for the fashion  segment (at national and international level) 

         - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

         - exhibition: organic clothes and shoes, accessories   

  

 b) This day is dedicated to the beauty segment (beauty parlours)   

         - the importance of using beauty products without harmful content   

         - specialized literature, specialized publications 

         - launch of franchise for the beauty segment – beauty parlours (at national and international level) 

         - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

         - demonstrations and basic courses of beautification    

         - exhibition: professional beauty products   

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
 c) This day is dedicated to the cosmetics segment   

         - the importance of using natural, bio, organic cosmetic products for personal care, safety of cosmetic  

            products , noxious substances from cosmetics, what are parabens and their effects, myths and truths  

            about cosmetics   

         - directives of European Union regarding cosmetic products, specialized literature, specialized  

            publications, useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization    

         - launch of franchise for the cosmetics segment (at national and international level) 

         - demonstrations and basic courses of beautification, exhibition: natural, bio, organic cosmetics for  

            personal care 

 

 d)  This day is dedicated to the teas and tinctures segment 

         - importance of tea and tinctures in our life – tradition and health in a single cup, medicinal plants 

         - homeopathic treatments and remedies, tea kitchen, specialized literature, specialized publications ,  

            useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization  

         - launch of franchise for the segment of teas and tinctures (at national and international level) 

         - exhibition: a varied range of teas, the whole range of tea kitchen, preservation and serving vessels, etc. 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
 e)  This day is dedicated to the coffee segment   

         - importance of coffee in our life - drink or drug? 

         - diet and nutrition, homeopathic treatments and remedies 

         - coffee kitchen, specialized literature, specialized publications, - useful advice and social / corporate  

            responsibilization 

         - launch of franchise for the coffee segment (at national and international level) 

         - exhibition: a vast pallette of coffee, the whole range of coffee kitchen, preservation and serving         

            vessels, etc. 

 

 f)  This day is dedicated to the pub segment   

         - “green” pub in our life - socialization location or event location ? 

         - thematic events for a pub  

         - “green” pub kitchen, specialized literature, specialized publications, - useful advice and social /  

            corporate responsibilization  

         - launch of franchise for the “green” pub segment (at national and international level)   

         - exhibition: products and drinks, the whole range of “green” pub kitchen, preservation and serving  

            vessels, etc. 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
 g)  This day is dedicated to the pizza segment 

         - everyday pizza - culinary tradition or fast food? 

         - diet and nutrition   

         - automatic systems of pizza for public spaces, pizza kitchen, specialized literature, specialized  

            publications, useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization   

         - launch of franchise for the pizza segment (at national and international level)  

         - exhibition: a vast pallette of pizza, the whole range of kitchen for pizza, preservation and serving  

            vessels, etc. 

 

 h)  This day is dedicated to the pastry segment   

         - pastry products - necessity or taboo?  

         - diet and nutrition, pastry kitchen, specialized literature, specialized publications, useful advice and  

            social / corporate responsibilization  

         - launch of franchise for the pastry segment (at national and international level)        

         -  exhibition: a vast pallette of pastry products, the whole range of kitchen for pastry, preservation  

            and serving vessels, etc. 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 

 i)  This day is dedicated to the doughnuts segment   

         - doughnut - healthy pastry product or calory taboo? 

         - diet and nutrition nutritie, doughnut kitchen, specialized literature, specialized publications, - useful  

            advice and social / corporate responsibilization  

         - launch of franchise for the doughnuts segment (at national and international level)       

         - exhibition: a vast pallette of doughnuts, the whole range of doughnut kitchen, preservation and    

            serving vessels, etc.     

 

 j)  This day is dedicated to the icecream segment   

         - icecream - healthy gastronomy product or calory taboo? 

         - diet and nutrition, icecream kitchen, specialized literature, specialized publications, useful advice and  

            social / corporate responsibilization  

         - launch of franchise for the icecream segment (at national and international level)     

         - exhibition: a vast pallette of icecream, the whole range of kitchen for icecream, preservation and  

            serving vessels, etc.  

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 

 k)  This day is dedicated to the bio fast food segment 

         - bio fast food - fast and healthy alternative when you are in a hurry     

         - diet and nutrition, bio fast food kitchen, specialized literature, specialized publications, useful advice  

            and social / corporate responsibilization  

         - launch of franchise for the bio fast food segment (at national and international level)  

         - exhibition: a vast pallette of bio fast food products, the whole range of bio fast food kitchen,  

            preservation and serving vessels, etc.  

 

 l)  This day is dedicated to the bio restaurant segment   

         - bio restaurant - everyday gastronomic alternative  

         - diet and nutrition, bio restaurant kitchen, specialized literature, specialized publications , useful  

            advice and social / corporate responsibilization  

         - launch of franchise for the bio restaurant segment (at national and international level)      

         - exhibition: a vast pallette of bio gastronomic products, the whole range of bio restaurant kitchen,  

            preservation and serving vessels, etc.  

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
 m)  This day is dedicated to the vinification products and wine products   

         - wine - food, health, lifestyle    

         - diet and nutrition 

         - wine kitchen, specialized literature, specialized publications  

         - useful advice and social / corporate responsibilization  

         - launch of franchise for the segment of vinification products and wine products (at national and   

            international level)  

        -  exhibition: tasting from a vast pallette of vinification products, the whole range of kitchen for  

            vinification products, preservation and serving vessels, etc.  

  

 31.08.2012  

         The last day implies:  

          - lunch and festive dinner    

          - the ceremony of official closure of the event   

 

         For more information about this section or for financial support packages contact us at:  

         gsf@greenlifecities.info, www.greenlifecities.info, mobile: + 40 748 775512.   

 

 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 2 - Greenlife Summer Conferences, 

Exhibition & Franchises 
 



 
 Greenlife Beauty Contest  

         - 20 European models from 20 European countries 

         - European designers, hair stylists, make up stylists 

         - fashion shows each day  

         - beauty workshops 

 Greenlife Day & Night Party - each day another theme party, each day 2 international artists   

         - Awaken party 

         - hits party 

         - latino party  

         - house party 

         - retro party 

         - dance party 

         - world party 

         - bulgarian party 

 

         For more information about this section or for financial support packages contact us at:  

         gsf@greenlifecities.info, www.greenlifecities.info, +40 748775512. 

 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 3 - Greenlife Show 



 
 This section include 8 categories dedicated for NGO’s, companies, institutions, organizations and 

media. 

 Each category has 5 modules: project, TV, radio, print, online. Each participant can subscribe for 

maximum 3 categories no matter of which module. 

 One module subscription fee is 50 USD (+ VAT)  

 The materials must be HQ (sent via e-mail) till 30.07.2012, but the participants will have also a DVD on 

their arriving.   

 Criteria selections: originality, impact, message sent.   

 The jury will select 4 winners for each module in each projection day from bellow: 

                   24.08: documentary                                                                 25.08: media & entertainment     

                   26.08: commercial & corporate responsibility                    27.08: social & education      

                   28.08: health & sport                                                               29.08: baby & children 

                   30.08: industry & environment                                              31.08: food & beverage 

 

        The jury member’s list it will published online after 1 August 2012.  

   

        For more information about this section or for financial support packages contact us at:  

        gsf@greenlifecities.info, www.greenlifecities.info, +40 748775512. 

 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 4 - Greenlife Gala 



 

 “green” culture contest - natural, bio, organic, eco and eco - friendly culture  

 categories: green constructions & construction materials, newborn & parents, flora, renewable 

energy, health & sport, electric vehicles & transport, green agriculture, food & beverage, fashion, 

beauty, cosmetics. 

 opened for high school participants no matter of age 

 grid tests 

 2 parts: pre - qualifications and the final  

 if it will be the same score for more participants, it will be additional tests 

 each high school can have maximum 3 participants 

 thematic materials it will be available from 1 July 2012 and it will be send to high schools  via e-mail  

 prize’s total value: 5.000 USD. 

 

        For more information about this section or for financial support packages contact us at:  

        gsf@greenlifecities.info, www.greenlifecities.info, +40 748775512. 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 5 - Greenlife World 



 
 Planet’s debate format is a  structure of educational debate, composed by 10 sections: 6 speaks and 4 

tests. The 2 teams each of 3 members will argument pro & contra diverse angles of one given theme.  

         - dedicated for high schools 

         - categories: green constructions & construction materials, newborn & parents, flora, renewable  

           energy, health & sport, electric vehicles & transport, green agriculture, food & beverage, fashion,  

           beauty & cosmetics. 

 

 Environment Age. A motion it will be announced before each round at an specified hour. The debate 

beginning hour it will be established after 30 min. of the motion announcement. The Environment 

Ministry team can use the location during these 30 min. The NGO’s team during debate will have to try 

to prove to the jury that other team is wrong about the motion.  

         - dedicated for students 

         - categories: green constructions & construction materials, newborn & parents, flora, renewable  

           energy, health & sport, electric vehicles & transport, green agriculture, food & beverage, fashion,  

           beauty & cosmetics. 

 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 6 - Greenlife Debates 



 
 “green” debates - natural, bio, organic, eco and eco - friendly culture  

 categories: green constructions & construction materials, newborn & parents, flora, renewable energy, 

health & sport, electric vehicles & transport, green agriculture, food & beverage, fashion, beauty, 

cosmetics. 

 opened for high school participants and students no matter of age 

 written and oral 

 2 parts: pre - qualifications and the final  

 if it will be the same score for more teams, it will be additional tests 

 each high school / university can have maximum 3 teams 

 thematic materials it will be available from 1 July 2012 and it will be sent to high schools  / universities 

via e-mail 

 prize’s total value: 5.000 USD for Planet debate 

 prize’s total value: 5.000 USD for Environment Age debate 

 

        For more information about this section or for financial support packages contact us at:  

        gsf@greenlifecities.info, www.greenlifecities.info, +40 748775512. 

 

Greenlife Summer Festival  
section 6 - Greenlife Debates 



 
  

 - the partners will benefit from specialized training regarding self - motivation and self - control   

 - trips, customs and traditions for foreign partners   

 - gifts and traditional souvenirs as well as “green” surprises    

 - actions in the field of arts, culture, theatre, film, music and dance    

 - festival of advertising video clips, educational video clips, informative video clips 

 - workshops, seminars, presentations of projects and launch of publications, guides on minidiscs   

 

         All the materials for this event will be made on digital interactive support or on recycled paper. The  

         gifts, souvenirs and other surprises are in the category natural, bio, organic, eco and eco - friendly.  

 

  

  

Registration limit 30.06.2012. 

  

 

Actions and events during the Festival 
 


